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Abstract—The substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) com-
prising rectangular via-holes is herein treated by a rigorous
full-wave modal analysis using the moment method entailing
Green’s functions for rectangular cavities and planar multilayer
structures in the spectral domain. Modal dispersion graphs gener-
ated by this solution approach are compared with those obtained
by an independent commercial full-wave solver. The ability of the
modal solution in treating SIW junctions and discontinuities is
demonstrated by the treatment of an interconnection between a
conventional waveguide and a SIW using the mode-matching tech-
nique. Inhomogeneities within SIWs can also be accommodated by
the technique, as showcased by a specific example of the so-called
hard sidewalled SIW. Three avenues of losses, namely, dielectric,
side-leakage, and conductor losses, are also investigated, thereby
elucidating a tradeoff between the latter two.

Index Terms—Green’s function, moment method, spectral-do-
main technique, substrate integrated waveguide (SIW).

I. INTRODUCTION

S UBSTRATE integrated waveguides (SIWs) have received
tremendous amounts of attention in recent years [1]–[3].

The chief advantages of these alternative structures include
their ease and low cost of manufacture by virtue of econom-
ical through-hole techniques in printed-circuit technology,
amenability to integration with planar circuits, high quality
factor, high power-handling capacity, as well as lightweight
nature, all these without compromising the overall essential
properties of conventional solid-walled waveguides, which
tend to be heavy, bulky, expensive to fabricate, and noninte-
grable. The latter shortcoming is of particular importance to the
power budget of millimeter-wave and terahertz systems since
additional inherently lossy physical constructs are needed to
interface ordinary waveguides with other stages in the system,
tolling on the noise performance. Moreover, it is imperative that
the various devices and components are not to be separately
designed and handled. The ultimate solution to these issues
is the full-scale integration and co-design of all components,
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devices, and circuits, active and passive ones alike, within the
same design platform sharing a common processing technique,
which will reduce the cost of design and fabrication, as well as
enhance the overall system performance. As such, SIWs have
become attractive and popular amongst microwave and antenna
engineers.
Microwave and millimeter-wave devices embracing SIW

technology include power dividers [4], [5], filters [6], and cir-
culators [7], [8]. SIW-based antenna applications also come in
a wide assortment, such as SIW waveguide slot-array antennas
[9], [10], SIW-fed parallel-plate slot array [11], SIW-horn
antennas [12]–[16], and SIW-fed antipodal linearly tapered slot
antenna (ALTSA) [17], [18], just to name a few.
Via-holes of circular cross section have been customary in

the implementation of SIWs due to their ease and low cost of
manufacture. However, in the advent of new fabrication tech-
niques such as deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE), inductively
coupled plasma etching (ICPE), and other modern laser tech-
nologies, via-holes of any shape can today be produced, e.g.,
[19]. Square or rectangular posts [20]–[22] constitute one ge-
ometry that has become increasingly popular and widespread.
Besides, by a preexisting accurate conversion formula [23] re-
lating the geometries of circular and square via-holes (as show-
cased later in Section IX), studies into both shapes of pins are
interchangeable and thus equally relevant.
Sections III–VI present a full-wave modal analytical treat-

ment of the SIW made of rectangular via-holes (schematized
in Fig. 1) by the moment method entailing Green’s functions
for rectangular cavities [24], [25] as well as planar multilayer
structures in the spectral domain, the underlying approach
entailing the latter being similar to that in [26]. The concepts
behind the numerical search for eigenmodal resonances en-
tailing repeated solutions will also be described in Section VII.
Computed results of modal dispersion diagrams are validated
with those obtained from a commercial full-wave solver in
Section VIII. To underscore the distinctive traits of the present
technique, its ability in accommodating complex scenarios
such as those involving SIW inhomogeneities as well as in the
presence of junctions and discontinuities shall also be demon-
strated—through the studies of the so-called hard sidewalled
SIW in Section XI (described more in that section) and the
connection of an ordinary solid-walled waveguide with an SIW
using the mode-matching technique in Section X. Thereafter,
three avenues of losses, namely, dielectric, side-leakage, and
conductor losses, will be investigated in Sections XII–XIV,
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Fig. 1. Schematic and geometry of SIW.

respectively, from which a tradeoff between the latter two is
elucidated This consequently paves the way for the explorations
in Section XV of a modified form of SIW made of strip-grated
sidewalls with enhanced benefits, thereby further substanti-
ating the usefulness and relevance of the herein treatment of
rectangular-shaped posts.

II. PROLOGUE TO THE THEORY AND FORMULATION

It has been shown in [26] how the sidewall dipole-FSS loaded
rectangular waveguide can be treated using the spectral multi-
layer Green’s function by solving a five-layer infinitely planar
structure with periodic virtual perfect electric conducting (PEC)
walls perpendicular to the surface of the multilayer structure in-
corporated to simulate the metal waveguide walls perpendicular
to the dielectric slab surfaces of the FSS. The same concept used
there reapplies here for the treatment of the SIW.
The upcoming formulation spanning Sections III–VI adopts

the route of full generality whereby all subregions of the SIW
structure assume a different set of physical dimensions and
material parameters, which is a healthy practice towards flexi-
bility and universality that facilitate future modifications, and
thus, further research. Nonetheless, as many SIWs do possess
geometric central symmetry, simplification of the method is
possible by the judicious use of magnetic and electric surfaces
over the symmetry plane for odd and even
modes, respectively, reducing the size of the problem by half.
By the use of symmetries (if applicable), the complexity of the
formulation as well as the computing time will be reduced.

III. EQUIVALENT MAGNETIC SOURCES AND RADIATED FIELDS

The theory and formulation commence herein with the
establishment of the current sources and their radiated fields
throughout the various regions comprising the SIW structure.

A. PEC-Equivalent Cavity-Aperture Magnetic Current

The geometry of the SIW relevant to the analysis is shown in
Fig. 1. The width and height along and of the central waveg-
uiding region is and , respectively. The dimensions of the

rectangular pins along the width and axial ( and ) coordinate
directions are and , respectively, where is the unit
cell-size (or period) of the pins array, and is the gap width
of the aperture. The permittivities and permeabilities of the
center, left, right, and groove regions are attached with the re-
spective subscripts , , , and .
The total transverse component of the electric field ob-

served over any one of the four scattering cavity apertures at
, , , or is then written as

(1)
in which symbolizes the transverse ( and components
only) electric vector modal field function of the rectangular
waveguide having the same cross section along and
as the cavity apertures, and where signifies the modal

triple-index, with and being integers associated with
and and may denote TE or TM. The total number of
waveguide modes considered is symbolized as . Clearly,

represents the modal amplitude coefficient, being thus far
unknown and to be solved for. Subsequently, the PEC-equiva-
lent magnetic currents over the cavity apertures are given by

(2)

where may assume or , with the subscript de-
noting the right facing aperture, and may take on
or , with the subscript denoting the left facing aper-
ture. These and in curly braces correspond to the
upper and lower signs of the symbol prefixed to the -field
functions on the right-hand side of the equation. These wave-
guide modal transverse electric field functions must be in their
orthonormalized forms, as required by the dyadic Green’s func-
tions, and their explicit expressions are provided in Appendix A.
The Fourier transforms of the magnetic currents in (2) into the
spectral domain are stated as

(3)

(4)

where may be or .
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Fig. 2. Five-layer configuration for central waveguiding portion of the SIW
used in core routine of spectral multilayer Green’s function.

B. Fields Radiated by PEC-Equivalent Cavity-Aperture
Magnetic Currents into Various Regions

Three regions into which the equivalent magnetic currents
radiate fields are identified: the central waveguiding region and
the two semi-infinite side regions.
1) Central Waveguiding Portion: Where a homogeneously

filled central waveguiding portion of the SIW is concerned, the
pertinent multilayer configuration for treatment by the core rou-
tine of the numerical spectral-domain multilayer Green’s func-
tion (details of which are in Appendix B) would be a three-layer
scenario comprising a central layer made of the material con-
stituting the waveguiding portion, and which is sandwiched by
two semi-infinite PEC layers that extend to positive and nega-
tive infinity along . However, in anticipation of the subsequent
treatment of the dielectric sidewall loaded hard SIW [27] later
in Section XI, we shall instead consider a five-layer configura-
tion shown in Fig. 2. The central third layer is labeled as the th
layer, with the other layer indices with respect to this , e.g.,
the first layer is the th layer while the topmost fifth layer
is labeled as the th layer. The symbol represents the
-level of the upper boundary of the th layer.
The scattered fields within this central portion are triggered

by two contributing spectral current sources, being the Fourier-
transformed PEC-equivalent magnetic cavity-aperture currents
laid out in Section III-A: 1) at the lower boundary

and 2) at the upper boundary .
The following th modal basis functions for expanding

the magnetic currents existing over the right-facing apertures
and their Fourier-transformed spectral forms are first defined:

(5)

in which the upper and lower signs of correspond to the upper
and lower symbols within the curly braces. By virtue of the
discrete spectrum of the presently considered periodicity with
periods along and being and , these above
Fourier-transformed modal basis current functions are evalu-
ated at discrete values of and governed by

and (6)

with and being integers, and

and
(7)

such that , and where . The
angles and are measured from the - and -axes, respec-
tively, and they define the direction of the th dominant Flo-
quet modal plane wave whose wavenumbers along and are

and , constituting the forcing wavenumbers along
and , respectively.
Using (B8), the spatial-domain fields in the th layer (
or ) of Fig. 2 are represented by

(8a)

(8b)

(9)

noting that the exponential term of (8a) with and indices is
within the summation over the Floquet modal harmonic index

in (8b). The field symbol is or , is , , or , and

is the spectral multilayer Green’s function of (B8), detailed
in Appendix B. Notice that a superscript has been added to
signify that the five-layer configuration of Fig. 2 for the central
waveguiding portion is used in the core routine with top and
bottom layers made of the PEC. Also note the distinction be-
tween indices and , respectively, for the index of the layer
(in Fig. 2) in which the field is observed and that of the one
within which the th spectral th basis magnetic cur-
rent source is located.
2) Terminal Left Region: : For the left

semi-infinite terminal side region, where a single homogeneous
medium is concerned, the pertinent multilayer configuration of
the core routine of the numerical spectral-domain multilayer
Green’s function (details of which are in Appendix B) is simply
a two-layer scenario with an interface at comprising
a PEC upper semi-infinite half-space layer that extends up to

(i.e., spans from to ) and a
lower likewise semi-infinite half-space layer made of the mate-
rial constituting the left semi-infinite terminal side region of the
SIW that stretches down to (i.e., exists from
to ). However, readopting the same five-layer con-
figuration of Fig. 2 for the central waveguiding portion for the
liberty of stratifying the left-side region with four different ma-
terials, the structure of Fig. 3(a) shall be treated in the core rou-
tine. The same layer indexing as in Fig. 2 is reused.
This time, unlike the central waveguiding portion, the fields

within this left-side terminal portion are due to current sources
over just one boundary interface, being the PEC-equivalent
magnetic cavity-aperture currents over the upper boundary at

just within the th 4th
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Fig. 3. (a) Five-layer configuration for the left semi-infinite terminal region of
the SIW used in the core routine of the spectral multilayer Green’s function.
(b) Five-layer configuration for the right semi-infinite terminal region of the
SIW used in the core routine of the spectral multilayer Green’s function.

layer of Fig. 3(a). Again with (B8), the fields in the th layer
( or ) of Fig. 3(a) are given by

(10a)

(10b)

(11)

with the same descriptions of the various symbols as for (8a) and
the -indexed exponential term of (10a) is subjected to the
summation over in (10b). As before, notice this time, the

superscript attached to the Green’s function to symbolize
that the five-layer framework of Fig. 3(a) for the left region is
used in the core routine with only the top layer being composed
of the PEC. It is important to note that although the same symbol
has been used in (8) and (10), the entities associated with it in
both equations are different from one another by the reason that
they pertain to two disparate multilayer configurations of Figs. 2
and 3(a), respectively.

3) Terminal Right Region: : As was for
the left-side terminal region, the pertinent multilayer config-
uration of the spectral multilayer core routine for a homoge-
neous right-side terminal region is also simply a two-layer sce-
nario, this time with the interface at comprising a
lower semi-infinite half-space PEC layer that reaches down to

(i.e., spans from to ) and an
upper likewise semi-infinite half-space layer made of the ma-
terial constituting the right semi-infinite terminal side region of
the SIW that extends up to (i.e., exists from
to ). However, retaining the same liberty of strati-
fying the right-side region with four different media as well, the
five-layer configuration of Fig. 3(b) is applied to the core rou-
tine of the spectral multilayer Green’s function.
The PEC-equivalent magnetic cavity-aperture currents re-

sponsible for driving the core routine are now located on the
lower boundary at , just within the

th 2nd layer. Once more by (B8), the fields in the th
layer ( or ) of Fig. 3(b) are given by

(12a)

(12b)

(13)

IV. CONTINUITY OF TANGENTIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
COMPONENT ACROSS CAVITY APERTURES

Through the sign cases of (2), depending on whether the
PEC-equivalent cavity-aperture magnetic current is right or left
facing, i.e., with the unit normal pointing towards the region
into which fields are radiated being or , the continuities
of the tangential electric field components across the various
cavity apertures are already implicitly satisfied. What remains
is to enforce the continuity of the tangential magnetic field
component.

A. Inner Apertures at

(14)
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(15)

with the observation coordinates (albeit not explicit in the
first two terms within parentheses on the left-hand sides of these
equations) being over the left-side cavity aperture at for
(14) and over the right-side aperture at for (15), both with

and . symbolizes
the primary excitation source that is assumed to be located at

within the th th 3rd layer (middle part) of
Fig. 2 for the central waveguiding portion. As before, is
or and may be , , or . The subscript or
attached to the square brackets signify that the -fields are

observed at those -levels. The right-hand sides of both these
boundary-condition equations are acquired by the dyadic cavity
Green’s functions.

B. Outer Apertures at

(16)

(17)

with the observation coordinates being over the left-end
aperture of the left-side cavity at for (16) and over
the right-end aperture of the right-side cavity at for
(17). As before, the functional dependencies (arguments) on the

observation coordinates of the fields on the left-hand
sides of both these equations are not explicitly shown.

V. GALERKIN WEIGHTING: GENERATE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

Taking throughout
(14)–(17), each for , the following four
equations are, respectively, obtained:

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

whereby all right-hand sides are the result of waveguide mode
orthonormality, as established in Appendix A. These generate
a total of equations sufficient for solving this same total
number of unknown modal amplitude coefficients.

VI. CONSTRUCTION OF MATRIX EQUATION

Anticipating the sequence of the unknown amplitude modal
coefficients as placed in the column-vector of
(22), shown at the bottom of this page, with the nonconjugate
transpose operators, merely for compactness and thus saving

(22)
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manuscript space (prevent taking up excessive space vertically
downwards), the upcoming matrix operations are performed.
Defining , using underscores to signify that
their associated quantities are matrices, parenthesized row and
column index symbols explicitly indicating the structural forms
of the matrices, and with being or , the matrices shown at
the bottom of this page are constructed such that

zeros

...
...

. . .
...
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zeros

zeros

zeros

Subsequently, the ultimate matrix equation is generated as the
equation shown at the bottom of this page, where again the non-
conjugate transpositions involved in the latter vector are just to
avoid using up too much space vertically downward. This final
matrix equation may then be solved for the modal amplitude co-
efficients in .
Solution of this latter inhomogeneous matrix equation with

a nonzero vector constitutes a physical driven-type problem
involving the presence of an excitation source. However, within
the class of eigenvalue problems [28], [29] without the presence
of any source, the foregoing formulation remains fully effective
by simply replacing by a null vector. In order for nontrivial
solutions, the determinant of thematrix must vanish, the con-
ditions of which are searched for numerically (as discussed in
Section VII), thereby constituting the detected eigenmodal res-
onances. It is also mentioned that the present modal treatment
approach shares the same aspect of considering just one unit cell
as in eigenvalue problems.

VII. DETECTION OF EIGENMODAL RESONANCES

This section describes the concepts behind the numerical
search for eigenmodal resonances via repeated solutions of the
SIW according to the formulations in Section VI.
Consider Fig. 4, in which the length of any test wavevector

arrow is . The angle which this vector makes with the -axis
is , whereas the angle between the -axis and the projection
of the test wave-vector arrow onto the -plane is .
Upon fixing , with fixed of course, and

thus a correspondingly fixed (see the upcoming
equations, especially the last one), then a that probably
corresponds to the fixed is guessed, with a corresponding

. Subsequently, ,
and thus, are varied over a range in which falls
within. The SIW structure is then repeatedly solved by the
formulation of Sections III–VI for the various
cases until the resonance is found. That resonant

zeros
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Fig. 4. Schematic of concept of resonance search. Arrows represent search
space of wave-vectors. Original sphere of radius (so-called -sphere) cut by
three planes: two by the sides at and one on the front at

. The cut sphere as shown here happens to illustrate the -sphere of
the largest test wavenumber vector considered in the shown search space (as
indicated). There is no single fixed -sphere—instead, the -sphere radius is
varied, i.e., frequency is varied.

frequency pertaining to the resonant is then the detected
eigenmodal frequency.

user-fixed.

Hence,

This juncture marks the completion of the theory and for-
mulation of the modal analysis. What follows next are sections
that present numerical results and discussions associated with
various types of studies. Without further specifications, the fol-
lowing declarations are made: 1) nonmagnetic materials are as-
sumed throughout all computed cases, i.e.,

and 2) the groove permittivity shall take on
the same value as that of its surrounding slabs, specifically the
central region and either side: or .

VIII. VALIDATION WITH COMMERCIAL SOLVER

The modal characteristics of the SIW computed using the
formulation of the preceding sections shall be compared with
those simulated by the commercial full-wave software CSTMi-
crowave Studio. In particular, comparisons in terms of the dis-
persion diagram will be made. With reference to Fig. 1, the pa-
rameters of the SIW arbitrarily selected for showcasing the val-
idation are first laid out: mm, mm,
mm, mm, mm, ,

, , and .

Fig. 5. Validation of present full-wave method with CST for dispersion di-
agram of: (a) propagating modes and (b) evanescent modes. For both plots,
fine-dot and circle markers pertain to full-wave method and CST simulations,
respectively.

The modal dispersion curves of the SIW generated using the
herein presented full-wave solution approach are compared in
Fig. 5(a) with those generated by CST. Evidently, excellent
agreement between the two independent tools is observed for
both the and modes of the present geometrical
case. The variation of the attenuation constant with frequency
for evanescent modes is also portrayed in Fig. 5(b). Once more,
both tools are seen to be mutually corroborative.
The computation times of the present technique and the

eigensolver of the CST software are also compared. The
processing durations of both tools, executed on an Intel Core
i7-3820 CPU at 3.60-GHz clock speed and supported by
64.0 GB of RAM, were recorded for the following set of
parameters: center width mm, height mm,

, and ,
period as a fraction of the width , i.e., ,
and square-pin diameter as a fraction of the period ,
i.e., . For the CST solver, a total computational
time of 3 h, 12 min, and 14 s to acquire numerical data at 180
frequencies was noted, whereas the herein proposed method
took just 1482.633 s equivalent to 24 min and 42.633 s for
the same number of frequency points. Therefore, the present
approach is considerably more computationally efficient.

IX. RELATION OF SQUARE VIA-HOLES WITH CIRCULAR PINS

There are many published works in the literature that report
the use of square or rectangular pins in SIWs. In [30] and
[31], circular vias were translated to square ones that share the
same cross-sectional areas. A more accurate, but still simple
square-to-circular via-hole conversion was proposed in [23]
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Fig. 6. CST-generated dispersion of SIW composed of square-pins (square
markers) and the equivalent circular posts (circle markers) according to con-
version (23). For square pins: mm; for circular pins,

mm. Width mm, height mm,
period mm, and dielectric slab throughout.

and used in numerous places [32], [33], which entails merely
the arithmetic mean of the inscribed and circumscribed squares
of the circular via

(23)

for which a circular via of diameter may be well emulated
by a square post of side-length .
The efficacy of this latter conversion formula is demonstrated

by Fig. 6, which contains the CST-generated modal dispersion
traces of a SIW that consisted of square pins and compared
alongside those of the otherwise identical SIW structure, but
composed of circular posts, with the trace markers bearing those
corresponding pin shapes. The common SIW parameters are:
width mm, height mm, period mm,
and . As for the square pins,

mm, giving rise to an equivalent circular pin di-
ameter of mm according to the latter formula.
Clearly seen in Fig. 6, the overlap between the traces of both
pin shapes is virtually perfect, thereby establishing confidence
in this conversion formula and its ability to bridge the investi-
gations of both circular and square pins, thereby justifying the
latter.

X. MODE-MATCHING WITH ORDINARY SOLID-WALLED
RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE

Among the standout features of the herein presented modal
formulation for analyzing SIWs is its ability to treat more com-
plex and practical scenarios beyond just the SIW structure it-
self, such as waveguide junctions and discontinuities. This sec-
tion demonstrates just how this is achieved through a particular
example of an ordinary homogeneous waveguide connected to
a SIW using the mode-matching technique along with the mo-
ment method entailing waveguide Green’s functions.
Consider in Fig. 7 the schematic of the interconnection be-

tween an ordinary solid-walled rectangular waveguide (input
section no. 1) homogeneously filled with a medium of relative
permittivity and an output SIW section (no. 2) immersed
within a uniform dielectric host of relative permittivity
separated at . The cross-sectional width and height of

Fig. 7. Ordinary solid-walled input rectangular waveguide connected to an
output SIW of the same waveguiding cross section (width by height )
and within dielectric host of relative permittivity

the waveguiding regions of both sections are and , respec-
tively. Upon invocation of the PEC equivalence theorem [34]
thereby entailing equivalent magnetic aperture currents that are
expanded into modal basis electric field functions of the input
section and using the Green’s functions for shorted-end wave-
guides, the continuity of the tangential magnetic field across the
aperture interface at separating the two sections is en-
forced, resulting in the following governing equation:

for throughout (24)

(25)

the latter being the modal coupling coefficient between mode
of section no. 1 and mode of section no. 2. constitutes

the known amplitude coefficient of the traveling incident
th modal field coming into the input section (labeled no.

1, thus the bracketed superscript), whereas symbolizes the
unknown modal amplitude coefficient of the th modal basis
function that expands the PEC equivalent aperture current. The
symbols represent the orthonormalized transverse (with

and components only) modal magnetic field functions of the
associated subscripted modal index and of the section indexed
by their bracketed superscripts. signifies the modal propa-
gation constant (along the guide axis in the -direction) for the
mode denoted by its subscripted modal index. in the expo-
nent of the first term of (24) is the location along the -direction
of the excitation source within section no. 1, from which the in-
cident modal field at zero-phase emerges.
Taking

throughout (24) for (constituting the
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Fig. 8. Variation with frequency of power reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients of ordinary solid-walled input rectangular waveguide connected to an
output SIW of the same waveguiding cross section ( mm,

mm) with pins geometry: mm, mm, and within dielectric
host of relative permittivity , for various relative permittivities
homogeneously filling conventional input section, as annotated.

weighting integral operation, thus being the weighting index)
and applying the property of modal orthonormality, we obtain

(26)
for , generating equations and thus estab-
lishing a solvable system of linear equations for acquiring the
unknown modal expansion coefficients .
For mm, mm, and ,

computed results of the reflection and transmission coefficients
plotted against frequency for various values of are given
in Fig. 8. It is observed that the matching between both sections
gets improved as the permittivities of their filling materials draw
closer to each other, but gets degraded when deviates from
the value of , which is as expected.

XI. HARD SIDEWALL SIW

As mentioned earlier in Section III, the dielectric sidewall
loaded hard rectangular waveguide [27] may also be treated
under the SIW topology using the present formulation, resulting
in the so-called substrate integrated hard sidewall rectangular
waveguide, or simply, the hard SIW. Existing analytic and
modal methods entailing the expansion of cylindrical wave
functions do not lend themselves in the best manner to the
treatment of simple slab-type inhomogeneities within the SIW
structure with flat surfaces that are parallel with the principal
planes of the Cartesian system, such as the case of the hard
SIW.
With reference to Fig. 2, Fig. 9 depicts the hard SIW, which

comprises the usual SIW, but with a rectangular block of the
waveguiding region removed (may generally be replaced by an-
other dielectric slab without restricting the treatment method),
resulting in a central portion that consists of a central vacuum
domain flanked by two side dielectric regimes representative of
the dielectric sidewall loading of conventional hard rectangular
waveguides. The various annotated -levels, layer indices, and
the coordinate system in the figure correspond to the configura-
tion of Fig. 2.
The following set of parameters shall be investigated: central

width mm, height mm, relative permittivity

Fig. 9. Schematic of substrate integrated hard sidewall rectangular waveguide.
The various annotated -levels, layer indices, and the coordinate system corre-
spond to the configuration of Fig. 2.

Fig. 10. Dispersion of hard side-walled SIW (fine dots) and its conventional
counterpart (circles). For both, width mm, height mm, rela-
tive permittivity of identical side dielectric slabs: , equal sidewall
thickness: mm, GHz. For
hard SIW, period mm, pins diameter mm.

of identical side dielectric slabs: , equal sidewall
thickness, mm (refer to Fig. 9
for the levels), with an associated hard TEM frequency
of 13.249 GHz, obtained from the formula [27]

(27)

For an array of square pins, the period is mm and the
diameter is mm. With these parameters laid
out, Fig. 10 conveys the modal dispersion traces of the hard SIW
along with those of its conventional counterpart. The emulation
by the former with side conducting grilles of the latter encased
within solid walls is found to be remarkable. The modal trace
of the dominant mode is also seen to intersect the light line at a
point that indeed corresponds to .
The distribution of the field component over the central

waveguiding region of the hard sidewalled SIW is also mesh
plotted at several frequencies about GHz
in Fig. 11, namely, at (a) , (b) , (c)

, and (d) . Indeed, the same phenomena
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Fig. 11. Field distribution of component over central waveguiding region
of hard SIW with GHz at: (a) 11 GHz, rad/m,
(b) 12.044 GHz, rad/m, (c) 13.304 GHz, rad/m,
and (d) 15.032 GHz, rad/m.

[27] as the ordinary hard sidewalled rectangular waveguide
are recovered by the hard SIW, as in, for frequencies below
the TEM frequency (the first two showcased frequencies),
the field patterns bear sinusoidal variations along the width
( -direction) comprising two space waves bouncing off the
sidewalls, whereas for frequencies above , two sets of
surface waves propagate along both side slabs, joining up at
the middle of the structure, as Fig. 11(d) shows. Hence,
serves as the cutoff for surface waves, and at a frequency very
close to , as is for Fig. 11(c), uniform field distribution
tantamount to the quasi-TEM hard condition is achieved.

XII. DIELECTRIC LOSSES

The effects of dielectric losses in the host slab of the SIW can
also be treated by the formulated technique. This is achieved
through the replacement of the pure real permittivity of the for-
merly lossless dielectric slab with a complex one of the form

(28)

with being the loss tangent of the dissipativematerial, con-
sequently rendering all associated quantities complex, such as
the wave impedances of the various lossy regions and the spec-
tral wavenumber components of all Floquet harmonics. Par-
ticularly, the axial propagation constant is now represented by

, where and are, respectively, the phase
and attenuation constants. By sweeping through a 2-D range of
and values over which the solution for in (22) of the

entire SIW structure at each coordinate location is re-
peatedly carried out as detailed in Sections III–VI, all of which
being subjected to a certain predesignated fixed (resonant) fre-
quency , the absolute of the sum of the solved amplitude
coefficients contained in may be mesh plotted against and
. The coordinates at which a sharp peak occurs

in this aforementioned plot then pertain to the detected modal
resonance at that associated resonant frequency . Repeating
this numerical resonance search procedure for other values of

consequently permits the separate plots of and
versus .
Carrying out the foregoing procedure for

, the mesh plots of the aforesaid ab-

Fig. 12. Mesh plots of absolute sum of solved amplitude coefficients of
versus search space over and , each for a certain frequency as indicated,
all for the mode, and all for mm, mm, mm,

mm, mm, ,
and .

solute of the sum of the solved modal amplitudes in against
and are displayed in Fig. 12 for various frequencies, as in-

dicated in each subplot, all for the second most dominant
mode, arbitrarily selected for illustration (equally effective for
the mode). With reference to Fig. 1, the other parameters
are as follows: mm, mm, mm,

mm, mm, and
. Indeed, sharp peaks have been detected, as

clearly portrayed.
The graph of the dielectric-loss-attributed attenuation con-

stant versus frequency associated with the preceding reso-
nance-peak plots for the mode and as well
as for several other loss tangents (0.008, 0.012, 0.02, and 0.024)
are given in Fig. 13(b), along with the corresponding ones of the
dominant mode in Fig. 13(a).
It is observed that the decay escalates with loss tangent, as

expected. Higher losses are sustained by the higher order
mode. Attenuation of the dominant mode gets aggravated with
rising frequency, whereas that of the mode falls as fre-
quency increases.

XIII. SIDE LEAKAGE

The leakage through the side apertures created by the gaps be-
tween adjacent posts shall now be investigated. Prior works on
this issue include [35] and [36]. Let denote the unit-cell index
of the SIW structure. For propagation along the -direction,
the modal powers entering and leaving the th cell through the
cross-sectional input and output aperture ports at
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Fig. 13. Attenuation by dielectric loss versus frequency for: (a) mode
and (b) mode for various loss tangents: 0.008, 0.012, 0.016, 0.02, and
0.024. Universal real parts of and common width

mm, height mm, mm, mm,
and aperture gap mm. Decay escalates with loss tangent, as
expected. Higher losses sustained by higher order mode. Attenuation of
dominant mode aggravates with rising frequency, whereas that of mode
falls as frequency increases.

and are then represented by and , all respec-
tively. Subsequently, the amplitude coefficients of the orthonor-
malized modal field functions at the aforementioned input and
output ports of the th cell are given by and , being the
square roots of twice their respective associated powers. Also
let be the leakage powers that seep through both side
apertures of the th cell, and symbolize the
total number of full unit-cells within 1 m of propagation length.
Starting off from the known modal amplitude coefficient
of the very first cell assumed to be centered at marking
the beginning of the propagation before any leakage loss is in-
curred, the following recursive relations may be written:

for

(29)

where the modal field functions within the surface integral of
the power density vectors for acquiring are in their known

orthonormalized forms (acquired from the present formulation),
with the subscript total denoting that all relevant magnetic cur-
rent sources responsible for the fields are taken into account. The
coefficient prefixing is the so-called decay
factor upon the stage of the th cell. Describing these relations
in words, with and thus as well as the
associated with the unit decay factor being known right
from the start, is thus initialized. This latter is then as-
signed as , leading to the knowledge of , and
thus also the decay factor for , which can then be evalu-
ated. These and then generate , which, in turn,
spawns the output power through the next (third) cell aperture
further down the propagation path, so on and so forth, up until
the final one: , thus also yielding the associated amplitude

coefficient of the modal field function at

the furthest output aperture 1 m away from the input. The ulti-
mate side-leakage attenuation constant is then stated as

Np/ m (30)

In the discussion of the upcoming numerical results, the fol-
lowing common fixed parameters are first stated: SIW width

mm, height mm, ,
and . With these laid out, two varying
parameters shall be investigated: 1) the period as a fraction
of the width , i.e., and 2) the square-pin diameter

as a fraction of the period , i.e., . For a fixed fre-
quency of 22.573 GHz throughout, Fig. 14 presents the variation
of the side-leakage attenuation, , with these two aforemen-
tioned parameters, each in a separate graph, within which the
various traces pertain to different values of the other parameter.
Starting with Fig. 14(a), it is observed that the loss attributed to
side leakage gets diminished as the pins occupy an increasing
fraction of the unit cell, which is intuitively satisfying. On the
other hand, the leakage gets more severe with increasing sep-
aration distance between adjacent pins, as Fig. 14(b) indicates,
also being an expected result.
The variation of with frequency is also conveyed in

Fig. 15 just for two selected cases of 0.3 and 0.4.

XIV. CONDUCTOR LOSSES

Losses arising from finite conductivities of the metallic side
posts as well as the upper (ceiling) and lower (floor) conducting
sheets of the SIW can also be treated by the present modal anal-
ysis. To obtain the attenuation constant due to conductor losses,
the same concept as that for the side-leakage losses in (29) of
Section XIII reapplies, but just with the exception of replacing

there with the following [37]:

where

(31)
being the power lost to the imperfect metals within the th cell
with denoting the conducting surfaces inside that cell,
which comprises the floor and ceiling of the central waveg-
uiding region as well as the gap between adjacent posts, plus
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Fig. 14. Variation of side-leakage attenuation with: (a) pins diameter as
fraction of pins period for various period-to-width ratios and (b) pins period
as fraction of central width for various pins diameter to period ratios, all at
22.573 GHz. SIW center width mm, height mm, and vacuum
throughout (besides pins and upper and lower metal sheets).

Fig. 15. Variation of side-leakage attenuation with frequency for various
pins diameter to period ratios (each pertaining to a trace), for period-to-width
ratio equals to: (a) 0.3 and (b) 0.4. SIWwidth mm, height mm,
and vacuum throughout (besides pins and metal sheets).

the surfaces of the pins, all within that th cell, and being
the tangential magnetic field component over those aforemen-
tioned metal surfaces. represents the surface resistance of

Fig. 16. Variation of conductor-loss attenuation with: (a) pins diameter
as fraction of pins period for various period-to-width ratios and (b) pins period
as fraction of central width for various pins diameter to period ratios,

all at 22.573 GHz. Metal is copper with S/m and .
SIW center width mm, height mm, and vacuum throughout
(besides pins and upper and lower metal sheets).

the conductors with and signifying their permeability
and conductivity, respectively.
Consequently, the same mathematical form as of its counter-

part version of in (30) for expressing the conductor-loss
attributed attenuation constant, , is stated as

Np m (32)

the subscript on the right-hand side incorporated to ex-
pressly indicate that the associated terms pertain to the present
case of conductor losses, having been acquired using of
(31) instead of in (29).
In the same plotting format as Fig. 14 for leakage losses and

using copper as the lossy metal with S/m and
, Fig. 16 provides the graphs of against those

same two parameters: and in Fig. 16(a) and (b), re-
spectively. As seen, the trends in variation of with these
two parameters are opposite from those of . Specifically,
the conductor losses now instead climbs with expanding pin size
relative to the available maximum space provided by the unit
cell, but falls as the pins get further apart from each other, both
being intuitively satisfying phenomena as well. These coun-
tertrends between and point to the existence of an
optimal condition at which the total attenuation constant, stated
as expressive of the combined effects of
leakage and conductor losses, is minimal. This notion shall be
explored in Section XV.
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Fig. 17. Sidewall strip-grated SIW with the regular rows of metallic posts re-
placed by thin strip gratings.

XV. REPLACEMENT OF PINS BY THIN STRIP GRATING

Extending the notion of rectangular pins by flattening them
into thin metallic strips, a modified form of the SIW as schema-
tized in Fig. 17 may be conceived. It becomes a structure that is
even lighter in weight, but yet preserves the economy and fabri-
cation ease through cheap printed-circuit and etching techniques
long known for cost-effectively realizing strip gratings. More-
over, with printed strips being less invasive on the substrates
than via-hole drilling, this variant type of SIW is potentially
stronger structurally, especially where the via-holes are punched
close together. This section thus explores the prospects of this
alternative version of the SIW with near weightless strip-grated
sidewalls and whose substrates are not subjected to the stresses
from drilling.
While slitting the already adequately lightweight thin-metal-

laced dielectric sheets might initially appear redundant, it will be
demonstrated in this section, in connectionwith the last sentence
of Section XIV, that doing so judiciously yields an optimally
low overall attenuation , arising from
the combined effects of leakage and conductor losses. This then
exemplifies yet another positive and relevant attribute of the
present modal analysis of SIW entailing rectangular pins, flat-
tening in one dimension of which become thin metallic strips.
For the upcoming computed results, the following parameters

are kept unvaried: width mm, height mm,
strip thickness mm, and period mm, ,

with S/m and
(copper), leaving just a single remaining varying parameter:
, being the aperture (slit) width to period ratio.

The graph of versus is presented in Fig. 18 with
the inset plot showing the corresponding results for the two con-
stituent attenuation constants: and . As conjectured
at the end of Section XIV, a minimum total attenuation constant
is indeed existent (at around for this case), being
a consequence of the converse responses to variations in the pe-
riod and diameter of the pins exuded by those two avenues of
losses. Expressly, the leakage is (of course) low at small ,
whereas losses to the imperfect copper parts are maximal (also
as expected since the side strips are thick). But as rises,

falls (expectedly since the amount of metal decreases) at
a mild steady pace, whereas sure enough, climbs since the
gap between posts widens, increasing only slightly initially for

Fig. 18. Total (leakage plus conductor loss) attenuation constant versus
slit-width to period ratio: for sidewall strip-grated SIW (of preceding
figure). Width mm, height mm, strip thickness mm,
period mm, , , and S/m
and (copper). Inset graph shows variation of the two constituent
attenuation constants and .

low levels, but then grows with escalating rate for larger
ratios.

XVI. CONCLUSIONS

A rigorous full-wave modal analysis of a SIW has been pre-
sented. Based on the method of moments, Green’s functions for
rectangular cavities and planar multilayer structures are used,
those for the latter being in the spectral domain. The Floquet
theorem is also thus employed. Concepts behind the numerical
search for eigenmodal resonances entailing repeated solutions
are also described. Dispersion diagrams in terms of both prop-
agation phase and attenuation constants generated by this treat-
ment approach agree well with those acquired from the com-
mercial software solver CST. Using a known conversion for-
mula relating the geometries of circular pins to those of square
ones initially derived for a 2-D lattice of pins, simulations in
the present context of SIWs have indeed demonstrated the vir-
tual equivalence between square and circular pins in terms of
the modal dispersion characteristics. As such, studies into both
pin shapes are bridged, rendering the adoption of either one or
the other equally relevant.
The capabilities of the proposed modal formulation in man-

aging scenarios with complexities beyond just the SIW alone
have also been exhibited. Particularly, the presence of junctions
and discontinuities via the specific example of a regular wave-
guide connected to a SIW, and material discontinuities within
the structure through the showcase of the so-called hard side-
walled SIW.
Three avenues of losses were also investigated using the

present technique, namely, dielectric, side-leakage, and im-
perfect metal losses. It is found that the latter two forms of
decay display opposite trends from each other in response to
variations in the period of the pins and their diametric size. This
gives rise to the existence of an optimal gap separation relative
to the unit cell size.
By replacing the conventional volumetric posts with thin fa-

cial strip gratings etched onto the side surfaces of the dielec-
tric slabs, the weight of the SIW can be brought down even
lower without compromising the low cost and convenience due
to printed circuit board (PCB) and etching technologies that are
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just as cheap and accessible. By exhibiting the best tradeoff be-
tween side leakage and conductor losses, the prospects of this
modified form of SIW with virtually weightless sidewall strip
gratings have also been established.

APPENDIX A
EXPLICIT ORTHONORMALIZED RECTANGULAR
WAVEGUIDE MODAL FIELD FUNCTIONS

The transverse waveguide modal field functions entailed
throughout this paper must be in their orthonormalized forms,
as required by the dyadic cavity Green’s functions. For a
coordinate-origin centered rectangular waveguide with width
and height along and being and , respectively, and ho-
mogeneously filled with a medium of parameters ,
the following are stated:

where

In this way, the following orthonormality property holds:

if
otherwise.

APPENDIX B
SPECTRAL MULTILAYER GREEN’S FUNCTION

For the th layer homogeneously filled with material
bounded by and with wavenumber ,
impedance , and the presence of spectral exci-

tation sources: ( may be or , and is , or )
located at level , the fields within this th layer are given by
the following:

(B1a)

(B1b)

whereby and

in which ,

or
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where is the Kronecker delta, being unity when its two sub-
script indices are identical and zero otherwise, and with

(B2a)

(B2b)

(B2c)

where and may denote or , with
signifying “direct path radiation” from the excitation

sources, and

(B2)

At this juncture, it is noted that need not be nonzero in all
layers, and for those in which no sources exist, this excitation
source term vanishes, and thus the DPR fields in those source-
less layers as well.

The spectral boundary field components, and
are acquired from the core routine by the solution of the multi-
layer structure, details of which are as follows.
Define the following elemental quantities:

in all of which the upper and lower signs of correspond to the
upper and lower quantities in the curly braces.
Elemental 2 2 sub-matrix building blocks are defined as

such that the 4 12 fundamental matrix is stated as

(B3)

where is a 2 2 zero matrix, and noting the subscript at-
tached to to signify that it pertains to a certain th interface
level at whose boundary conditions entail the fields in both
the th and th layers.
The known excitation 4 1 sub-column-vector associated

with this is given by , where

(B4a)

(B4b)

(B4c)

(B4d)

with

Define such that the associated 12
1 sub-column-vector containing the 12 unknowns is expressed
as , where the superscript denotes
nonconjugate transpose.
Subsequently, the sub-matrix equation pertaining to the four

boundary conditions at for ( is the total
number of boundaries, being equal to , where is the
total number of layers) is stated as .
The final combined matrix is then constructed by

placing in it the 4 12 sub-matrix spanning row indices
from to and column indices from

to for to . In this way,
a matrix that is banded about the diagonal is formed.
Upon cutting away the first four columns from , the re-

sultant 4 8 matrix, called , being

(B5a)

fills the first four rows and first eight columns of .
Likewise, by removing the last four columns of , the

resultant 4 8 matrix, called , being

(B5b)

fills the last four rows and last eight columns of , spanning
row indices from to and column
indices from to .
Ultimately, a square matrix is constructed.

All other unspecified element locations are filled by zeros.
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The final combined column vector, containing the
unknown spectral boundary field components is stated as

(B6a)

and the combined known excitation column vector,
is expressed by

(B6b)

The ultimate matrix equation is then written as

(B7)

which may then be solved for via matrix inversion. Doing

so yields the spectral boundary field components, and

mentioned earlier.

For any spectral excitation source(s), at in the th
layer, with being , , or , (B1a) and (B1b) may be perceived
as expressions for fields within the th layer (generally different
from th) via the concept of the Green’s function, i.e.,

(B8)

where is or , may be , , or , is or , and is
the numerical spectral Green’s function for a specific field type
and component .
Bottommost Layer PEC—for Fig. 3(b): When the bottom-

most layer is PEC, the following changes are made to the matrix
(B7).
(a) To the matrix ,

(i) cut out the first two columns of ( and

are zero and no longer unknowns);
(ii) cut out the third and fourth rows of (no

more continuity of the tangential magnetic field
across the lowermost PEC boundary interface);

(iii) shift the first two rows of down to fill
up the void left by the removed third and fourth
rows.

(b) To the unknown vector (containing the unknown
tangential spectral boundary field components on all
boundaries): just cut away the first two elements since

and are no longer unknowns.
(c) To the known excitation vector : just cut away the third

and fourth elements since the third and fourth boundary-
condition equations are removed (step (a)(ii) above).

(d) All quantities involving , , and are ignored in
the matrix (B7). Specifically, only in the first four row
equations will these quantities arise.

Topmost Layer PEC—for Fig. 3(a): When the uppermost
th layer is a PEC, corresponding to a PEC boundary

surface at , the following changes are made to the ma-
trix (B7).
(a) To the matrix :

(i) cut out the fourth and third last columns of

( and are zero and no longer
unknowns);

(ii) shift the last two columns to the left to fill up the
void created by the removed fourth and third last
columns;

(iii) cut out the last two rows of (no more conti-
nuity of tangential magnetic field across the top-
most PEC boundary interface).

(b) To the unknown vector (containing the unknown tangen-
tial boundary field components on all boundaries): just

cut off the fourth and third last elements since

and are no longer unknowns.
(c) To the known excitation vector : just cut away the last

two elements since the last two boundary-condition equa-
tions are removed (step (a)(iii) above).

(d) All quantities involving , , and are
ignored in matrix (B7). Specifically, only in the last four
row equations will these quantities arise.

Both Lowermost and Uppermost Layers PEC—for Fig. 2:
When both the bottommost and topmost layers are composed by
the PEC, then the sets of changes outlined just above for these
two cases are implemented at the same time.
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